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Odor identity is coded in spatiotemporal patterns of neural activity in the olfactory bulb. Here we asked whether meaningful olfactory
information could also be read from the global olfactory neural population response. We applied standard statistical methods of
dimensionality-reduction to neural activity from 12 previously published studies using seven different species. Four studies reported
olfactory receptor activity, seven reported glomerulus activity, and one reported the activity of projection-neurons.We found two linear
axes of neural population activity that accounted for more than half of the variance in neural response across species. The first axis was
correlated with the total sum of odor-induced neural activity, and reflected the behavior of approach or withdrawal in animals, and
odorant pleasantness in humans. The second and orthogonal axis reflected odorant toxicity across species. We conclude that in parallel
with spatiotemporal pattern coding, the olfactory systemcanuse simple global computations to read vital olfactory information from the
neural population response.
Introduction
In the olfactory system, several odors may be coded by specific
olfactory receptors or glomeruli that are alone sufficient to gen-
erate an innate response (Suh et al., 2004; Kobayakawa et al.,
2007; Kurtovic et al., 2007; Semmelhack and Wang, 2009).
Whereas this labeled-line coding scheme is clearly applicable to
some odors, it is unlikely to be the general rule, as it does not scale
to the millions of discernable odors. These are likely repre-
sented by temporally evolving patterns of activity across a large
population of olfactory neurons, either receptors or glomeruli
(Friedrich andKorsching, 1997;Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997;
Malnic et al., 1999; Rubin and Katz, 1999; Ma and Shepherd,
2000; Uchida et al., 2000; Belluscio and Katz, 2001; Firestein,
2001; Laurent et al., 2001; Meister and Bonhoeffer, 2001; Spors
and Grinvald, 2002; Leon and Johnson, 2009). The clear advan-
tage of spatiotemporal pattern coding is that the large number of
olfactory receptor types (Buck and Axel, 1991) provides a vast
coding space where odorants can be discriminated despite differ-
ing by only minute molecular properties. How patterns in this
extremely high dimensional space are translated into practical
olfactory decisions, however, is not well understood (Mainen,
2006).
Here we hypothesized that in parallel with labeled-line and
spatiotemporal combinatorial representations in olfaction, the
olfactory system may also rely on simple features of neural pop-
ulation activity to reduce the high dimensionality of olfactory
space and extract meaningful information. Several studies have
demonstrated that dimensionality-reduction, whether simple
(Scott and Mark, 1987; Laubach et al., 1999) or sophisticated
(Friston et al., 1993; Aflalo and Graziano, 2006), may provide
viable approximations of brain-calculations applied to neural en-
sembles (McClurkin et al., 1991). Perhaps the simplest approach
to dimensionality reduction is Principal Component Analysis,
where an n-dimensional space is linearly transformed into a set of
ordered orthogonal axes such that the first axis (PC1) captures
the maximal variability in the data, and each successive axis cap-
tures the maximal remaining variability (Methods and Support-
ing Section 1). Guided by studies of other sensory modalities
(Chapin and Nicolelis, 1999), here we applied PCA to each of 12
previously published datasets reporting the olfactory neural re-
sponse of seven species tomultiple odorants (Table 1), and asked
whether the main PCA axes of the neural olfactory space were
correlated with olfactory behavior and perception.
We found that the first two principal components of the ol-
factory neural population response accounted for more than half
of the variance in neural activity. Furthermore, these two axes
predicted behavior and perception across species. The first axis
predicted the behavior of approach or withdrawal in animals, as
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well as the perception of odorant pleasantness in humans. The
second axis predicted odorant toxicity across species. These find-
ings suggest that vital olfactory information may be extracted
reliably and fast by simple linear computations on the neural
population response.
Materials andMethods
General
Neural response datasets (Table 1), vapor pressure values (supplemental
Table 5, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), be-
havioral odor response data (supplemental Table 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and LD50 scores (supplemental
Table 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) were
obtained from published sources or from the original authors. Our in-
clusion criteria for PCAderivationwas datasets with12 neurons and 12
odorants, to allow correlation analysis. We augmented this with two
datasets that were smaller (datasets 3 and 4), but the authors provided us
the raw data, allowing in depth analysis. Similarly, our inclusion criteria
for correlation with behavior was at least 12 odors with behavioral data.
One dataset was excluded (Sachse et al., 1999) because its PC1 alone
accounted for 68%of the variance, suggesting that from the point of view
of our analysis the information in this dataset was limited (note that
including this dataset would have strengthened our later results). This
manuscript revolves around the use of PCA analysis, here conducted
usingMatlab. For a detailed example of applying PCA to this type of data,
see supplemental materials section 1. Unless stated otherwise, we used
the Spearman correlation formula to calculate correlations.
Neural responses
All neural responses were taken from the published papers. In cases
where the data were not fully detailed, we contacted the authors to obtain
the data directly. In dataset 10, the total neural response was estimated by
the number of activated receptors. This was done following the author’s
advice (J. Mainland, personal communication). If using the published
EC50 values instead, the later result was in fact slightly stronger in the
same direction.
Normalization
To normalize the total neural response we counted the number of olfac-
tory neurons that were excited or inhibited. For datasets 1 and 2 we used
the threshold defined by the authors (50 spikes/s for excitation). We did
not normalize the total response of datasets that reported the neural
response as a color-coded table (datasets 7–10).
Simulation
To simulate the response of a population of olfactory neurons to different
levels of odor concentration (see Fig. 8) we generated 30 olfactory neu-
rons with different tuning curves as in Figure 8B. We assumed two very
responsive neurons (225  10 spike/s), three high response neuron
(175 10 spike/s), five with moderate response (125 10 spike/s) and
the rest with weak response (i.e., 75 10) that are recruited gradually as
the concentration increases.
Human estimates
Subjects. Eighteen healthy normosmic subjects (12 females) ranging in
age from23 to 40 years participated in the study after providing informed
consent to procedure approved by the Helsinki committee.
Odorant ratings. All experiments were conducted in a room specially
designed for olfaction experiments. The walls of this room are coated in
stainless steel to prevent odor adhesion, and the room is supplied by
dedicated Carbon and HEPA filters. All interaction with subjects was by
computer-generated digital voice. Each subject ranked the pleasantness
and intensity of each odorant on a visual analog scale (VAS). Each odor-
ant was presented twice to each subject. In total, we had an average of 25
ratings per odorant, as a few subjects did not want to rate for the second
time. Odorants were diluted 1/100 in mineral oil. The pleasantness of an
odorant was calculated by taking the median of all subjects’ average
ratings.
Deriving PC2 of human perception
We applied PCA to the data from Dravnieks’ (1985) Atlas of Odor
CharacterProfiles,wherein150experts (perfumersandolfactory scientists)
ranked (from 0 to 5, reflecting “absent” to “extremely” representative—
supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental ma-
terial) 160 odorants (144 monomolecular species, and 16 mixtures)
against each of the 146 verbal descriptors. The methods we used here to
calculate PC2 of perception have been used by us before to calculate PC1
of perception (Khan et al., 2007), and a perceptual space derived of these
PCs can be navigated at the odor space link at http://www.weizmann.ac.il/
neurobiology/worg/.
Results
To identify simple informative features of the olfactory neural
code, we applied PCA to the neural response data from 12
experiments that studied seven species (Table 1). Four of these
studies contained data from olfactory receptor neurons, and
seven studies contained data from glomeruli. Notably, olfac-
tory system architecture implies that the receptive range of a
glomerulus typically reflects the receptive range of a single
receptor type (Mombaerts et al., 1996). Dataset 4 contained
data from projection neurons.
The principal axis of olfactory neural responses was strongly
related to the total neural response
In nine of the 12 datasets we analyzed, we found a strong corre-
lation between PC1 of neural response space and the summed
activity of the sampled population, whether spike rates or optical
signal (F/F), with r values ranging between 0.73 and 0.98 (all
p  0.001; Fig. 1A,C–G, J,K). In the other three datasets (Fig.
1B,H,I), the relation between PC1 and total response bifurcated
into two branches, where each branch reflected the response to
Table 1. The list of datasets used in this analysis and their parameters
ID Reference Species No. of odors No. of neurons Neuron type Measurement method Dilution
1 Hallem and Carlson (2006) Drosophila 110 24 OR Spike recording 1/100 in mineral oil
2 Kreher et al. (2008) Larva 27 21 OR Spike recording 1/100 in mineral oil
3 Bhandawat et al. (2007) Drosophila 18 7 OR Spike recording 1/100 in mineral oil
4 Bhandawat et al. (2007) Drosophila 18 7 PN Spike recording 1/100 in mineral oil
5 Manzini et al. (2007) Tadpole 13 67 GLO Imaging 200M
6 Friedrich and Korsching (1997) Zebrafish 17 14 GLO Imaging 10M
7 Takahashi et al. (2004a) Rat 35 53 GLO Imaging 1/50 in mineral oil
8 Takahashi et al. (2004b) Rat 61 84 GLO Imaging Acids, diketones, ketones, 1/10; aldehydes 1/50 in mineral oil
9 Uchida et al. (2000) Rat 35 30 GLO Imaging As above
10 Saito et al. (2009) Human and mouse 62 63 OR EC50 N/A
11 Soucy et al. (2009) Mouse 100 137 GLO Imaging 1/100 in mineral oil
12 Wang et al. (2003) Drosophila 16 23 GLO Imaging 10% SV
SV, Saturated vapor concentration; OR, olfactory receptor; PN, projection neuron; GLO, glomeruli; N/A, not applicable.
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odors from a restricted chemical group (aromatics in dataset 2;
alkyl aldehyde, acids and aromatic in dataset 8; aldehydes, acids
and two esters in dataset 9). Considering each branch separately,
the generally observed high correlation between the first PC and
the total neural response was retained (r  0.7, p  0.01 in
all three datasets; see supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). We note that these
strong correlations were evident despite the differences across
species and the variety of recording methods used (Table 1, last
three columns).
The strong relation between PC1 and total neural sumwas
not a byproduct of PCA
The relation between PC1 and total neural sum was not imposed
by PCA: Randomly shuffling each odorant’s response pattern did
not influence the relation between PC1 and total neural response
sum. Conversely, randomly shuffling each neuron’s response
value did negate the relation between PC1 and total neural re-
sponse (average r 0, average p 0.5; Fig. 2A).
To better understand what type of response distribution may
have generated the observed relation between PC1 and the total
neural response, we further explored individual properties of the
different datasets. Because in several datasets the distribution of
the total neural response was exponential (Fig. 2B), we simulated
an odor responsematrix such that each odor activated a different
number of receptors according to an exponential distribution,
and found that PC1 was highly correlated to the total neural
response (average r  0.98, p  0.001 in 100 simulations). In
contrast, random matrices generated according to several other
distributions (Poisson, Normal, Beta, Rayleigh, Weibull, and
Uniform distributions with several differ-
ent parameters and different matrix sizes)
yielded correlation values that were dis-
tributed normally around zero (with SD
ranging from 0.26 to 0.37 in 200 simula-
tions). Together, these results suggested
that the relation between PC1 and the
total neural response may reflect an ex-
ponential neural population activity
distribution in olfaction. Notably, this ex-
ponential distribution of the total neural
response dovetails with the previously
identified exponential distribution of spe-
cific olfactory receptor responses (Hallem
and Carlson, 2006; Carey et al., 2010).
PC1 was unlikely to be a reflection of
odor concentration alone
The high correlation between PC1 and the
total neural response may suggest that
PC1 reflected odorant concentration. We
suggest, however, that PC1 capturedmore
than odorant concentration alone. We
note in this respect thatmost of the exper-
iments analyzed here were conducted at
equal concentrations, and this should
guard against a primary influence of odor-
ant concentration. Still, despite equal con-
centrations in the liquid phase, different
odorant vapor pressures may have re-
sulted in different vapor concentrations
at the receptor (Cometto-Mun˜iz et al.,
2003).We therefore tested the relation be-
tween odorant vapor pressure (a good indicator of vapor concen-
tration) and PC1 values in nine datasets (datasets 5, 6, and 10
used odors in aqueous phase, andwere therefore not used for this
analysis). Whereas in four datasets there was a significant corre-
lation between odorant vapor pressure and PC1 (datasets 2, 4, 7
and 11 p  0.05), in the remaining five datasets we found no
correlations (r  0.38, p  0.07, Fig. 3A–C). The latter was in
agreement with previous results where the vapor concentration
of 20 odorants diluted by 1/100 in mineral oil was not correlated
with the receptor response (Pelz et al., 2006). Finally, the results
obtained later in this manuscript further suggested that PC1 in-
deed captured more than odorant concentration alone, and this
is addressed in the discussion.
Redundancy in the olfactory neural response
Our analysis was based on the sampled subset of the animal’s total
receptor repertoire. While there was no obvious or reported bias
in these samples, one may suggest that it may be too small of a
sample to reflect the true structure of the olfactory code.We find,
however, that the covariance matrices of the neural activity (Fig.
4A) show high interneuron correlations reflecting the common
overlap in neural receptive fields in the olfactory code. To quan-
tify this redundancy, or how well the PC1 of a subset of receptor
neurons reflects the PC1 of the total receptor population, we
compared PC1 derived for subsets of dataset 1, to PC1 of the
entire dataset (Dataset 1 contains 24 neurons which is more than
half of the totalDrosophila receptor repertoire). As can be seen in
Figure 4B, even when using 5% of the receptors, the projec-
tions on PC1 of the subset were still highly correlated with the
projections values on PC1 of the complete set. Thus, we suggest
Figure 1. The primary axis of neural population activity was highly correlated with the total neural response. A–K, Correlation
between the projection on PC1 and the sum of total neural activity. Every dot represents one odor. L, Overlay of all data from A–K.
Both total activity and projection valueswere normalized to the range [0,1]. (For clarity, we show in L only the upper branch of the
data from B, H, and I.)
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that PC1 in the datasets we analyzed is likely to be a good reflec-
tion of the PC1 in the complete repertoire. We note that this
redundancy is consistent with the notion of olfactory evolution
through gene duplications (Lancet and Ben-Arie, 1993; Glusman
et al., 1996; Trask et al., 1998; Gilad et al., 2003, 2005; Niimura
and Nei, 2003).
Because PC1 alone accounted on average for 38% of the vari-
ance in neural activity, its relation to total neural response was
not an artifact (Fig. 2), it likely represented more than odor con-
centration alone (Fig. 3), and was likely a good reflection of PC1
from the entire receptor repertoire (Fig. 4), we next asked
whether this principle axis of olfactory neural activity carried
behavioral information.
The first principal axis of neural activity predicted
odorant attraction
A primary olfactory-driven behavior is approach or withdrawal.
Given that total neural response predicted approach/withdrawal
from odors in Drosophila larvae (Kreher et al., 2008), and was
here correlated to PC1 (Fig. 1), we set out to test whether PC1
predicted this behavior, and whether such predictive value ex-
tended to other species.
Whereas the correlation between total neural response and
approach/withdrawal in the study by Kreher et al. (2008) was r
0.54 (Spearman correlation), the correlation between PC1 and
approach/withdrawal in the same dataset was r  0.76 ( p 
0.001; Spearman correlation, Fig. 5A). Furthermore, after aug-
menting the behavioral data of the larvaewith separately reported
Drosophila adult odor preferences for seven additional odors
(Stensmyr et al., 2003) (supplemental Table 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material), we tested whether PC1
of Drosophila adult’s neural response space was similarly related
to odor preferences. Despite obtaining behavioral data and neu-
ral activity from independent studies, and different labs, we
found significant correlation in two cases, and nearly so in the
third (dataset 1, r 0.36, p 0.07; dataset 3, r 0.72, p 0.005;
dataset 4, r 0.66, p 0.01). Together, the results show that PC1
was significantly correlatedwith behavior in three of four datasets
from larvae and adult Drosophila, and nearly so in the fourth
( p 0.07). The probability of obtaining three significant corre-
lations ( p  0.01) when testing four datasets is less than one in
105. To conclude, PC1 of neural activity predicted olfactory
behavior inDrosophila larvae and adults, and was a better predic-
tor of behavior than was total neural response alone.
Whereas olfactory behavioral data were available forDrosoph-
ila, we could not find relevant (i.e., same odorants) behavioral
data for the other species for which we had neural data, namely
tadpole, zebrafish, human, mouse and rat. We therefore con-
ducted experiments to study the perceptual estimates of humans.
Dataset 10 reported the neural response of 10 human neurons
and 53 mouse neurons to a set of 62 odorants. We asked 18
human subjects to rate the odorant pleasantness of 26 odorants
randomly selected from those tested by Saito et al. (2009) (see
Materials and Methods). The correlation between human recep-
tor PC1 and odorant pleasantness was 0.49 ( p  0.009, supple-
mental Table 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). To conclude, we found that PC1 of the neural response
of larvae,Drosophila and humans reflected odor preferences. We
next tested our model in rodents (datasets 7–11).
Several lines of evidence suggest similarity in rodent and hu-
man odor preferences. Rodents, like humans, avoid smells asso-
ciated with spoilage such as aliphatic acids (Hebb et al., 2002,
2004), aliphatic aldehydes (Wood and Coleman, 1995) and alkyl
amines (Dielenberg and McGregor, 2001). Correspondingly,
mouse investigation time and the timemice choose to spend near
an odor was longer for food odors such as peanut butter and
shorter for odors considered repellent by humans such as Hex-
anal (Kobayakawa et al., 2007). Furthermore, directly measuring
mouse odor preferences by odor investigation time, revealed a
moderate but significant correlation between human and
mouse odor preferences that extended beyond food odors
alone (Mandairon et al., 2009). We therefore compared the
human pleasantness estimates to PC1 of mouse neuronal re-
sponse (dataset 10, 52 neurons, 63 odorants), and obtained a
correlation of r 0.7 ( p 5	 104). Using both human and
mouse neurons together, gave r  0.75, p  1.7 	 105 (Fig.
5B). To reiterate, independent measurements of neural activ-
ity from receptors in a dish predicted odorant pleasantness for
human subjects tested here (Fig. 5B).
We also tested for a relationship between human odor prefer-
ences and rat PC1 of neural activity (datasets 7–9). We found a
correlation that was significant in two cases, and nearly so in the
Figure2. The strong relation betweenPC1 and total neural sumwas not a byproduct of PCA.
A, Two examples of correlation distributions between PC1 and total neural sum when we ran-
domly shuffled the dataset’s values. Black, Dataset 1; gray: datasets 10. Solid line, Correlation
distributionwhenwepermuted the neural response of each odor (i.e., the total neural response
elicited by each odor did not change). Dashed line, Correlation distribution whenwe permuted
each neuron’s response (i.e., the total neural response that each odor elicited did change). The
average correlation in this shuffling analysiswas centered on zero. Correlationswere calculated
using Pearson correlation. B, Total neural response reflected an exponential distribution.
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third (r 0.44 to 0.49, average r 0.47 and p 0.06, 0.03, and
0.01 respectively). The probability of obtaining significant corre-
lations in three datasets of the five we tested was less than one
in 103. Thus, we conclude that PC1 predicted odor prefer-
ences not only inDrosophila but also in humans. Furthermore,
assuming correlation between rodent and human odor pref-
erences (Mandairon et al., 2009), PC1 predicted odor prefer-
ences in mice and rats as well.
A significant difference between PC1 and total
neural response
Because Kreher, Carlson, and colleagues had clearly demon-
strated that total neural response predicted odor attraction in
Drosophila larvae (Kreher et al., 2008), one may raise the possi-
bility that PC1 predicted odor preferencesmerely because it was a
good representation of total neural response. However, we
found that PC1 was in fact a significantly better predictor of
odor preference than was total neural response sum, generat-
ing a stronger correlation in seven of the nine datasets we used
for behavioral testing (t(8) 2.34, p 0.05) (Fig. 6). Further-
more, as noted earlier, for the dataset of Kreher et al. (2008),
PC1 was far more correlated with the behavior than was total
activity, and the total neural response and PC1 in that case
were poorly correlated (a bifurcated dataset, Fig. 1B). To-
gether, these results suggest, instead, that the relation between
total neural response and approach/withdrawal results from
total neural response being a good representation of PC1 and
not the other way around.
The second principal axis of neural
activity predicted an olfactory
signature of toxicity
Having characterized PC1 of neural activ-
ity and linking it to behavior in different
species, we set out to investigate what be-
havioral information may be conveyed in
the second principal component of ol-
factory neural space (PC2). PC2 is by
definition orthogonal to PC1, and can be
approximated as the difference in the ac-
tivity of two subpopulations of neurons
(see supplemental Section 2 for investiga-
tion of neural correlates of PC2). The pri-
mary neuronal dimension (PC1) reflected
the behavior of approach or withdrawal.
Once approached, another important
olfactory-based decision an animal may
take is whether the odor-source is edible
or poisonous. We therefore tested the re-
lation between PC2 of the neural response
space and all available oral toxicity values
(LD50 in mg/kg) for the odors reported in
the rat and mouse datasets (supplemental
Table 3, available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material). Strikingly, we
found a significant correlation between
neural response PC2 and rat oral toxicity
(supplemental Table 3, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material
column 3) in 2 of 3 rat datasets (datasets
7–8, r  0.47 and 0.58; p  0.01 and
0.0009 respectively, Fig. 7A), and between
neural response PC2 and mouse oral tox-
icity (supplemental Table 3, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material column 2) in one of
two mouse datasets (r 0.56, p 0.001, dataset 10; r 0.4, p
0.03 when restricting to only the mouse receptors). Again, the
probability of obtaining all these correlations combined by
chancewas less than one in 103.We conclude that PC2 of neural
activity was a good predictor of toxicity in two species across the
majority of the datasets we tested. Finally, to ask whether the
correlations we identified were unique, we recomputed the cor-
relations after switching contingencies. We found that the aver-
age correlation between PC2 and odor preferences was r 0.22,
p 0.26 (all r 0.36 and p 0.14), and the average correlation
between PC1 and odor toxicity was r 0.15, p 0.43 (all r 0.3
and p 0.09). In other words, PC1 was correlated to odor pref-
erences but not to toxicity, and PC2 was correlated to odor tox-
icity but not to odor preferences.
The first two PCs of olfactory neural activity reflected the first
two PCs of human olfactory perception
To complement our analysis of the main axes of olfactory neural
space, we conducted a similar analysis of human olfactory per-
ceptual space. Human odor perception space can be described by
representing each odor with the average ranking assigned to it
using a large set of verbal odor descriptors (see supplemental Fig.
2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material for an
example). Several groups have performed similar analyses in the
past, and using this and other methods have universally found
that the principal axis of human olfactory perception is odorant
pleasantness (Berglund et al., 1973; Schiffman, 1974; Schiffman
Figure 3. PC1 was unlikely to be a reflection of odor intensity alone. A, B, The correlation between PC1 of neural response and
vapor pressure in two different datasets. Each dot shows the odor PC1 value and its vapor pressure in mmHg (supplemental Table
1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). C, A third dataset is a case where there was a correlation.
D, Correlation between the correlation of PC1 with behavior and PC1 with vapor pressure across datasets.
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et al., 1977; Steiner, 1979; Engen, 1982; Richardson and Zucco,
1989; Khan et al., 2007; Zarzo, 2008; Yeshurun and Sobel, 2010).
Together, these results imply that PC1 of olfactory neural space is
strongly related to PC1 of olfactory perceptual space.
Here we also found that PC2 of rodents’ neural space reflected
toxicity (Fig. 7A). This raises the possibility that similar to the
relation between the first principal components of neural re-
sponse andperceptual space, PC2of the neural response is related
to PC2 of perceptual space. To test this, we used the Dravnieks
atlas of human odor character profiles (Dravnieks, 1982, 1985) to
calculate PC2 of human odor perception space (seeMaterials and
Methods).
Consistent with our prediction, we found a significant corre-
lation between PC2 of human olfactory perceptual space and rat
LD50 (r 0.36, p 0.0008, n 90; corrected for two compari-
sons) (Fig. 7B, supplemental Table 4, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material) (there are obviously no human
LD50 values, and rat LD50 is typically used to infer toxicity to
humans). Notably, an independent analysis of human verbal
olfactory descriptors suggested that PC2 of human olfactory per-
ceptual space was edibility (Zarzo, 2008). Edibility can be consid-
ered the flip-side of toxicity, i.e., an axis ranging from toxic and
nonedible at one end to edible andnontoxic at the other.Notably,
the second axis of smell identified here corresponds with what
may be the primary axis of taste, as identified using multidimen-
sional scaling (Scott and Mark, 1987). To conclude, the first two
PCs of olfactory neural space were related to odor attraction/
repulsion and toxicity across species. Moreover, in humans, the
two first PCs of olfactory perceptual space (found by two differ-
ent groups using two different verbal descriptor databases (Khan
et al., 2007; Zarzo, 2008) were similarly related to odor pleasant-
ness and toxicity/edibility. This suggests that these two axes are
conserved across both neural and perceptual olfactory spaces.
Discussion
We found that the two major axes of the neural response in
different species and across several datasets predicted olfactory
behavior and perception. The first axis, which was highly corre-
lated with the total sum of odor-induced neural activity, reflected
the animal behavior of approach or withdrawal, as well as the
human perception of odorant pleasantness. The second axis,
which is orthogonal to the first, reflected odorant toxicity (thus
overlapping with the primary axis of taste (Scott and Mark,
1987)). In humans, these two major axes of neural activity re-
Figure 4. Olfactory coding redundancy. A, The covariance matrix of dataset 1. As can be
seen, a substantial number of receptors are cross-correlated. B, Correlation analysis of PC1 to
total neural response of dataset 1. The abscissa shows the number of receptors used of the 24
available to calculate the PC1.
Figure 5. The principal axes of neural space reflected olfactory behavior and perception.
A, Correlation between PC1 of neural population activity and the odor preferences ofDrosophila
larvae (dataset 2). Every dot represents a single odor. B, Correlation between PC1 of neural
space in humans and mice with human odor pleasantness (dataset 10). Every dot represents a
single odor.
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flected the two major axes of odor perception. These findings
suggest a parallel odor coding strategy that is based on linear
decomposition of the high dimensional olfactory coding space.
We think that the power of our findings lies more in their
cross-species and cross-study repeatability, than in the extent of
the correlations observed. Indeed, we note that the predictive
relation between the Principal Components of neural activity and
behavior was found albeit inherent limitations that may have
obscured such correlations. For example, most of the raw data
consisted of average spike rates or fluorescent change, thusmask-
ing temporal information (Laurent et al., 2001; Bathellier et al.,
2008).Moreover, in some cases the data were collected from only
a small portion of the olfactory system, and under high odor
concentration that might distort the neural response. Finally,
PCA performs a linear decomposition and will obscure more
complicated nonlinear relations between neural response and be-
havior (Durbin and Mitchison, 1990; Roweis and Saul, 2000;
Tenenbaum et al., 2000). The significant correlations we ob-
served repeatedly, despite all these potential limitations, suggest
that PCA uncovered a fundamental link between population
neural activity and olfactory behavior and perception.
We emphasize, however, that our finding of simple and be-
haviorally meaningful components of the global olfactory code
does not preclude pattern-based coding. In fact, the combination
of the PC1, and PC2 itself, can both be thought of as a form of
pattern, albeit not in the manner that the term pattern coding is
typically applied in olfaction. Together these two principal com-
ponents explained on average 58% of the overall neural vari-
ance (ranging between 34% and 76% across datasets), and the
correlations we uncovered with behavior and perception were in
the range of 0.36–0.76. This leaves a large proportion of olfactory
information that is not coded in the global population response
alone.
PC1 and odor concentration
Intuitively, one expects PC1 of neural activity in a sensory system
to capture the amplitude of sensory stimulation. This is often the
case in vision and audition, butmay not be so simple in olfaction,
where magnitude plays a unique role in perception. Whereas in
other sensory systems magnitude conveys primarily quantity, in
olfactionmagnitude significantly impacts quality. In many cases,
increasing odorant concentration does not just smell like “more
of the same,” but instead smells like something entirely different.
For example, molecules such as indole and skatole may smell
flowery and pleasant at low concentrations yet fecal and decid-
edly unpleasant at high concentrations (Gross-Isseroff and
Lancet, 1988). This unique interplay between quantity and
quality, especially the quality of pleasantness, had led to the
suggestion that the combination of intensity and pleasantness
are a single dimension in olfaction (Henion, 1971). It was
since demonstrated that olfactory intensity and pleasantness
are dissociable in both perception (Doty, 1975; Moskowitz et
al., 1976) and neural activity (Anderson et al., 2003), yet they
nevertheless remain intertwined.
The tight link between olfactory intensity and pleasantness
implies that it is nearly impossible that PC1 of the neural activity
will reflect odor pleasantness yet remain unrelated to odor con-
centration. However, if concentration was the key source of the
relation between PC1 and behavior, one would expect that in
those cases where PC1 was highly correlated with behavior, PC1
would also be highly correlated with vapor pressure. This was not
the case (Fig. 3D). Furthermore, in the experiments that we con-
ducted on human perception, we used odorants that were differ-
Figure 7. PC2 of neural activity predicted an olfactory signature of toxicity. A, Correlation
between PC2 of neural population activity and oral toxicity for rats (LD50 values in mg/kg;
dataset 7). Every dot represents anodor.B, CorrelationbetweenPC2of humanperceptual space
and LD50 values of rats. The dots represent odors that were both used in the Dravnieks experi-
ment (Dravnieks, 1982, 1985) and have available LD50 values (supplemental Table 3, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Figure 6. A comparison between PC1 and total neural response as predictors of behavior.
PC1 (gray) and total neural response sum (black) correlations to odor preference in the seven
datasets with behavioral data (Table 1). In most cases, PC1 was a better predictor of behavior.
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entially diluted to be of equal perceived intensity. Despite this
manipulation of the odorants, PC1 of neural activity still pre-
dicted odorant pleasantness.
The link between PC1 of neural activity and pleasantness may
provide a framework for explaining the relationship between
odor intensity and pleasantness. As noted, when the concentra-
tion of an attractive odor is increased, it often becomes less at-
tractive (Doty, 1975;Moskowitz et al., 1976; Stensmyr et al., 2003;
Kreher et al., 2008).We propose amodel where the first principal
component of the neural response is normalized by the number
of olfactory neurons that were activated (or inhibited). This way
the normalized PC1 value will increase with concentration up to
a certain value, beyond which it will start to decrease. This model
is consistent with behavior and perception (Fig. 8). Notably, re-
testing the relation between the normalized PC1 of neural space
and odor preferences did not significantly influence the average
correlation between PC1 and odor preferences.
Olfactory robustness and speed
Our results help explain the puzzling olfactory behavior whereby
animals remain able to discriminate between odors following
ablation of the substrate for combinatorial coding (Slotnick et al.,
1997; Fishilevich et al., 2005; DasGupta andWaddell, 2008). This
retained functionality is somewhat inconsistent with a spatial
combinatorial code alone (the exact code is broken when part of
the bulb is lesioned), but remains possible when discriminating
using global population activity, as the principal component is
likely to remain robust to lesion (supplemental Section 3).
An additional phenomenon consistent with our model is the
apparent speed of olfactory discrimination: whereas combinato-
rial codes can develop over hundreds of milliseconds (Friedrich
and Laurent, 2001; Spors and Grinvald, 2002), olfactory discrim-
inations can be made within 200 milliseconds (Johnson et al.,
2003; Uchida andMainen, 2003; Abraham et al., 2004; Rinberg et
al., 2006; Wesson et al., 2008). Such time frames are consistent
with the coding scheme described here (Bathellier et al., 2008).
Although the phenomena of robustness and speed can be ex-
plained under the spatiotemporal coding scheme alone, we sub-
mit that the coding scheme we described provides a solution that
is both feasible and simple.
Global coding versus local coding
Recent studies have identified odorants such as CO2 and a male-
specific pheromone, that activate a single glomerulus to trigger
innate avoidance (Suh et al., 2004), or female courtship (Kurtovic
et al., 2007), respectively. By manipulating activity in the cognate
receptor neurons, the activation of these single ORN channels
was shown to be necessary and sufficient to produce the behavior,
suggesting that these receptors are hardwired to specific behav-
ioral outputs. A more recent study inDrosophila investigated the
neural code for the odor of vinegar and found that of the six
glomeruli activated under low odor concentration only two were
important for attraction. Under higher odor concentration, a
seventh, newly recruited, glomerulus was responsible for gener-
ating an aversion response (Semmelhack and Wang, 2009). To-
gether, these studies suggest a labeled-line like coding of specific
odors, or more local neural computations involved in olfactory
decisions. In turn, the PC analysis, by construction, relies on a
linear combination of all the olfactory neural responses, and is
thus “global” rather than local. We note that Kreher et al. (2008),
who identified the previously noted relation between total neural
response and approach/withdrawal (Kreher et al., 2008), also
found that a linear combination of the activity of only five recep-
tors (of 21 measured) accounted for 55% of the test set variance.
Again, we suggest that these different coding schemes can work
together, and may even work synergistically.
Summary
We found that two important behavioral decisions regarding
an odor can be answered in part using simple and robust
features of neural activity in the olfactory system. Similar to
the population vector coding of directional information in
motor cortex (Georgopoulos et al., 1986), our results can be
viewed as reflecting preferred “olfactory directions” that can be
Figure 8. A normalized readout model for a population of olfactory neurons. A, Olfactory
neurons (x_1, x_2, . . . , x_n), responding to a presented odor, according to their individual
receptive field properties (in different shades of blue), send their projections to a readout neu-
ron, y (in gray). Neuron y calculates the weighted sum of all neurons converging to it, which is
then normalized by the number of neurons exceeding a threshold.
 is the Heaviside function,
andi is the individual threshold for each neuron.B, A schematic of the neural response curves
of the xi neurons, as a function of the odorant concentration. C,We simulated a population of 30
receptor neurons (Fishilevich et al., 2005) with different noisy tuning curves (seeMaterials and
Methods). The activity of the normalized response sum readout model (red) increases with
concentration, and then decreases above a certain concentration value—where sensitive re-
ceptors saturate, and receptors that are weakly tuned for this odor are now recruited (and
contribute to the normalization term). For comparison, we show the non-normalized response
sum (black), whose response ismonotonic in the odor concentration. Error bars are SE values of
30 repeated simulations of the neural response.
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read as major axes in the population code. Like the rest of the
brain, however, the olfactory system also solves even simpler
problems through labeled-line triggering of innate responses
(Suh et al., 2004; Kurtovic et al., 2007; Semmelhack and Wang,
2009), and far more complicated problems through spatiotem-
poral pattern coding (Friedrich andKorsching, 1997;Hildebrand
and Shepherd, 1997; Malnic et al., 1999; Rubin and Katz, 1999;
Ma and Shepherd, 2000; Uchida et al., 2000; Belluscio and Katz,
2001; Firestein, 2001; Laurent et al., 2001; Meister and Bonhoeffer,
2001; Spors and Grinvald, 2002; Leon and Johnson, 2009). We
therefore suggest that the neural code of large populations in the
olfactory system carries information on different levels of com-
plexity: Whereas detailed information may be carried by the fine
spatiotemporal patterns of activity, vital behavioral information
can be read out in parallel using simple fast and robust features of
the population response.
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